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Choir Will
Fullinwider Trio
Law To Use New
STAFF HEADS
DR. WRISTON’S Methodist
MEN DEBATE
Present “The Creation"
To Give Recital
Plan In Choosing
Hayden's famous oratorio, “ The
CHOSEN FOR
CHALLENGE
TO
LAW SCHOOL
Creation,” will I«“ presented by the
A
t
Peabody
Hall
Assistant Editor
choir of the Methodist church, under the
“SILVER KING”
of Dean Carl J . Waterman, at
OVER WIBO According to an announcement by Hob BE ANSWERED direction
One of the oldest and most successful
a Ves|>er service next Sunday afternoon
ert Law, ’34, editor of the Lawrentian,

Schmidt, Johnson of Lawrence a new method of choosing an assistant Green to Propose Solution At at 4:30.
A chorus of about 80 voices will be
editor to fill the [Hisition left vacant by
Campus Forum Meeting
Meet Oley, Brausell
accompanied by Cyrus Daniel at the or
the recent resignation of Robert RuedeThursday
of Chicago
gan. Marion Watson, *33, will sing the
Representatives of Lawrence college
and of the Chicago Law school of 14
E. Monroe St., Chicago, met last S at
urday afternoon before the microphone
a t station WIBO, at the “ top of the
dial in Chicago,” to debate the ques
tion: “ Resolved, th at all banking
functions should be regulated by the
national government with deposits
gua ranteed. ”
Prof. Koenig of the Chicago Law
school faculty, who is a candidate for
alderman of the fiftieth ward, intro
duced the debaters, Orvis Schmidt and
Kenneth Johnson from Lawrence and
Jerry Brausell and O. Stanley Oley
of the law school.
I’hi Bete S-hmidt, the first speaker
for the affirmative, proceeded, with a
very deep and slightly “ M ike-struck”
voice, to show the inadequacy of the
present banking system. He claimed
that a strong hanking structure is an
almolute necessity and that it can be
had only with one unified system un
der federal control. His contention
was based on the idea that the evils
of the present system are due to low
ering of standards as a result of the
competition between national and state
systems.
Negative Speech
In the first negative speech Jerry
Brausell of the Chicago Law school,
enlarged on the evils of our !>anking
system, stating th a t in the last ten
years over six thousand banks have
failed and over ten billion dollars have
been tied up in deposits.
He then attacked the affirmative’s
proposal on the ground that it did
not remedy the evils which he believed
are causing our bank failures. In de
scribing the affirmative plan he said
that it would be “ rank paternalism
(Continued on page 4)

Show Infirmary
Calls Increased
Campus Illness for First Month
Exceeds Same of January
in 1932
In spite of the slight decrease in
this y e a r’s enrollment at Lawrence,
figures from the infirmary indicate that
there was an increase in illness for
the first month of 1933 over January
1932.
These statistics show that during
January 1933 there were 767 dispen
sary calls by students, while there
were 749 calls during the same month
of 1932.
The reason for this increase may
come, it is said, from two sources: the
gregtly “ picked-upon” depression or
meals at the freshmen dormitories. How
ever, there have been many statements
issued hv doctors that the depression
has caused a decrease in illness.
An additional item in the infirmary
report reveals that 228 meals were
served at the infirmary during January.
Of the 767 dispensary calls in Ja n u 
ary this year, 428 were new cases. 181
students reported with colds or sore
throats; two cases were “ fra te rn ity ”
mumps; .">6 students received first aid
to injuries; and 189 cases came under
the heading miscellaneous, possibly an
indication of the number of quiz sec
tions, gym absences, etc.
Another fact revealed is that there
were 33 students adm itted to the in
firmary for “ hospitalization” in con
trast with 25 adm itted last year. Of
these one person was given hospital
care for 22 davs.

busch, ’34, will be employed. Under the
plan all those who wish to apply for the
position are asked to write out an ap
plication and have it in the hands of
Mr. Watts, secretary of the Lawrentian
Board of Control, before 9 a.m. Thurs
day.
In the past there have been no appli
cations made for the |>osition of either
assistant or desk editor. Both editor
ships were appointed by the Board of
Control after the editor had made* his
recommendations.
The purpose of having written appli
cations for the position is to insure a
fair and accurate choice of an assistant
editor. The editor will have a list of
all the available candidates and front
that list he can select a candidate in an
objective and impartial manner.
The assistant editor will be chosen
from those who apply at a s|>ecial meet
ing of the Board Thursday at 1:30 p.m.

To Give French,
Spanish Plays
Three One-Act Plays W ill Take
Place in Little Theatre
March 2
A program of three one-act plays
and a vocal selection will be presented
Thursday evening, March 2 by stud
ents of French and Spanish with the
co-operation of the dramatic depart
ment. The entertainm ent will be given
in the Little Theatre and will l>e open
to all.
Carl Wettengel, ’34, will o|>en the
program with a Mexican folksong,
“ Mi Viejo Amor.” “ La P raviana,”
a one-act farce by Vital Aza, will be
given in Spanish. The scene is laid
in Asturias, one of the northernmost
provinces of Spain, in the yard of a
road m aker’s house on the highway
leading to the city of Pravia. The ti
tle of the play is that of the folksong
with which a very young widow wins
over the gruff old uncle who opposes
her marriage to his nephew. The cast
of characters is as follows:
The Cast
Julia, the attractive young widow—
Florence Bertram, '34.
Don Luciano, the uncle—Joseph Oil
man, ’35.
Ricardo, the nephew and lover of
Julia—Carl Wettengel, ’34.
Purificación, Ju lia 's widowed aunt,
fond of athletics—Charlotte Durham,
'36.
Juan, peasant road m aker— Robert
Glassner, ’36.
Kamona, his daughter—.lean Trojan,
'36.
Anton, country lad and sweetheart
of Ramona—John Kelly, ’34.
Ayudante, aide to engineers—Ray
mond Stout, ’36.
The play is under the direction of
Miss Charlotte Lorenz and Miss Wjsleta Nuss. William Tams and Fern John
son, both juniors, are in charge of stag
ing and properties.
Present Rosalie
The French students will present
“ Rosalie,” a one-act comedy by Max
Maury. Rosalie is the none-too-intelligent maid in the household of M. and
Mine. Bol. A visit is expected from
an old classmate of M. Bol, who has
since school days become extremely
affluent and influential, and whose
further friendship is looked upon as a
source of advantage. Consequently
they are anxious to make a good im
pression and have drilled Rosalie care
fully in her duties.
When the door bell rings, however,
she asserts her independence in revolt
(Continued on page 4)

In answer to President W riston's
challenge to the student body that
“ the next step in the development of
Lawrence college must come from the
students,” Stanley Greene, ’33, one of
the leading campus nonconformists,
will present proposals for an effective
solution of the problem in tin1 meeting
of the Campus Forum Thursday night at
8:00 in the literature room in Main hall.
The subject selected for this meeting
is significant in two respects: first, it
is indicative of the new Forum plat
form in its provision for the discussion
of problems of vital interest to the
student body; second, the subject was
selected by the joint action of the col
lege and conservatory groups which
united forces in the Campus Forum
last Saturday.
According to Greene, the discussion
of the above subject involves analy
sis of the relations that exist Itetween
the adm inistration and the student
body, and lietween the various compon
ent groups of the student body, such
as fraternity students, non-frateruitv
students, conservatory students, town
students, etc.

Miss Smith Has Article in
Journal of Bacteriology
Miss OltfH Smith, instructor in ln>tany,
has had an article, “ The Effect of Salt
on the Morphology of the Bacillus Mega
therium” printed in the January issue
of the Journal o f Hiu'teriolofiy. In ad
dition to disproving the old theory that
bacteria always remain the same in their
life cycle, regardless of environment,
Miss Sm ith’s article also gives a brief
account of the experiment with salt
which she made at Columbia university
last summer.

soprano solos; Marshall Hulliert, the
baritone, and Carl Nicholas, ’34, the
tenor.
This concert is the first of a series of
similar ves|«>r services, which will cul
minate in the presentation of Gounod’s
“ Redemption” on Palm Sunday.

Publish Brochure
Concerning New
Institute Building
A brochure concerning the J. A.
Kimberly Memorial of the Institute of
Paper Chemistry has recently been
published. Copies will lie given to
friends of the Institute and to those
who attended the dedication, Septem
l>er 21, 1932.
The pamphlet contains extracts from
the M atriculation Address by Dr. Hen
ry M. Wriston. He speaks thus of
J. A. Kimberly to whom the building
was dedicated: “ Eighty years ago a
boy from Neenali paid his tuition,
amounting to $6.67, signed the register
as J. Alfred Kimberly and enrolled at
l.awrence I'niversitv. He eaine to
school for several terms, sometimes, as
was then customary, with a break be
tween terms. Subsequently he becam?
one of the leading industrialists of the
state and served the college for some
y ea u as a tru stee.”
The dedication of the building took
place on the eightieth anniversary of
his coming to Lawrence.
The brochure also contains descrip
tions of the building, as well as pic
tures of the exterior, the various lab
oratories. the recreational and general
reading rooms, and other interior
views.

With Support, Quidnuncs Will Choose
Four Best Loved Brokaw Proctors
By the Quidnuncs
If we find enough support to liack
us we are going to run a contest to
select the four best-loved proctors at
Brokaw. There is a proctor in each
of the four sections—no voting unless
you’ve paid your dues. (Ormsby coun
cillors requested not to take us se
riously—we love you too.)
An investigation is going the rounds
of the campus to discover where the
college buys its milk. The students are
one hundred per cent for the strikers.
We also notice th at several girls took
our last w eek's advice concerning the
solution to the milk strike. Pet is now
not only accepted by The Woman’s
Home companion, but heartily en
dorsed.
Dumb Freshie
You know the Freshie from the near
by twin citiesf He wants a date with
the nice looking girl in the long blue
velvet dress at Sage. We h aven't de
cided whether i t ’s just a dumb Freshie
or whether he knows she's the dean
of women, and wise.
The Campus Club was entertained
the other night by Prof. M. with a lit
tle ditty which is, in part: “ When I
was in my teens, when 1 was in my
teens—they d id n 't call it necking
when I was in my teens.” I t goes
on, but you know the limitations of a
column.
The (Quidnuncs take this opportunity
to publicly admire the work done by
two rather recent additions to the
campus, in spirit if not in name. Name
ly the new Campus Forum which is
bristling with new and wonderful
ideas, and the Brokaw Student govern
ment, which is functioning to such a
degree that tRere is an actual moder

ate life to be lived in the hall these
days.
A parting note: Why run our frol
ics like a taxi dance? In one hour a
person has time to dance exactly three
dances under the present system.
“ Breaking in ” is a method where a
person may dance with twenty or th ir
ty different people during an evening
and really enjoy it. Merely a sugges
tion . . . famous last words, “ five
d u b s.”

THE BILLBOARD
Friday, Feb. 24—Basketball gam«
with Monmouth here.
Saturday, Feb. 25—Beta Sigma
Phi house party. Theta P hi bar
party.
Monday, Feb. 27 — Basketball
game w ith Beloit a t Beloit.
Tuesday, fe b . 28 — Basketball
game with Bipon a t Bipon.
Thursday, March 2 — Romance
Language plays.
Friday, March 3—Basketball game
with Carroll a t Appleton.
Saturday, March 4—Sigma Alpha
Iota formal.
Wednesday, March 15—W. A A
party a t th e (rid gymnasium.
Friday, March 24—Campos d a b
musicale a t the conservatory.
Saturday. March 26—P hi K appa
Tan Apache Brawl.
Friday and Saturday, April 7 and
8—S tate speaking contest.
Thursday, April 13—Spring vaca
tion begins.

musical ensembles of the Fox River val
ley, the Fullinwider string trio, will give
a recital in Peabody hall, Thursday eve
ning, Feb. 23, at 8:15 o ’clock. The trio
is coni[tosed of Prof. Percy Fullinwider,
violin; Nettie Stenniger Fullinwider,
piano; and Joseph Zickler, cello.
A composition of unusual interest to
lie played by the trio is the (Quintet in
K Minor, written by Prof. Cyrus Daniel,
of the conservatory faculty. Mr. Daniel,
who is professor of theory and composi
tion, has composed several art songs,
choral anthems, and selections for the
piano.
The complete program for the recital
is as follows:
I
Trio—Opus No. 3
- Beethoven
Allegro con brio
Andante con variazioni
Mcnucttc quasi allegro
Finale prestissimo
II
Trio—Opus 52
Godard
Allegro
Teni|H> di Menuetto moderato
Andante quasi adagio
Allegro vivace
III
(juintet in E Minor
Daniel
(Trio assisted by Cyrus Daniel, vio
la, and Lester Loehrke, violin)

Romany Patteran
Subject of Talk
Gypsy Trail Described By Bliss
Achtenhagen in Convo
cation Friday
The college assembled strayed in im
agination along the Romany patteran, the
gypsy trail, during last F riday’s chapel
program. Miss Olga Achtenhagen, as
sociate professor of English, was the
s|>eaker. Her talk was replete with the
charm of far places, carefree wandering.
Miss Achtenhagen queries, “ What
more appropriate way to go on a pil
grimage than a fo o tf” She adds, “ We
can shar|>en our five senses, and develop
a sixth, as we travel leisurely along
country byways, develop all our senses—
first from necessity, and then from liabit.
Color, form, fragrance, harmony of
sound—how much they can add to the
joy of life that is the result of being
aware!
True Traveler
“ Although,” Miss Achtenhagen con
tinues, “ the true traveler is de|>endent
upon wind and weather, u|H>n the powers
of his own body, he becomes—strangely
enough—inde|>endent of them. He learns
that under necessity his body will respond: that walking 30 miles at a stretch
is far front being an impossibility when
his alternative is s|iending a cold night
on desolate moorland, where whitened
hones glisten in the dusk, and vultures
circle overhead; that when he must race
with the tide, or be drowned, he can
make time, even in treacherous sand;
that when a false step will send him
hurtling down a mountainside, he can
make a weary body obey a tired will;
that when holding a mainsail rope taut
means capsizing, he can let the wind
have its will, he can let the rough cord
age slide through his fingers, cutting
them as it slides. Nor does he over
estimate his physical powers: he learns
when to give way to the wind and the
tide; he learns from bitter experience to
know his limitations.”
Freedom, R estraint
Miss Achtenhagen compares the free
dom of those on the Romany patteran
with the restraint of those who elect to
be privates in Cook’s Army. On the
gypsy trail “ anything can happen; and
everything does. The gypsy life is like
the dream in which you have quite im
possible experiences, a dream in which
(Continued on page 4)

Prof. Cloak Appoints Production
Manager; Briggs Business
Executive
By Boy McNeil
Margaret Briggs, ’33, and William
Little, ’34, have been chosen by director
F. T. Cloak as general business man
ager and general production manager for
the play, “ The Silver King,” which is
to be presented Monday and Tuesday,
March 13 and 14.
“ Because of the mammoth personnel
demanded for the production, it is nec
essary to delegate direction and respon
sibility as much as possible,” Prof. Cloak
|>ointed out. Five acts with 15 scenes
involving 13 complete scene changes will
give the production staff a problem,
while economic conditions are obstacles
for the business staff.
The two managers will be indirectly
responsible for all details in their de
partments. Each phase of the work will
be placed in the hands of subsidiary
committee heads experienced in the field.
Production Staff
The personnel of the production de
partment heads working under the gen
eral direction of Bill Little is as follows:
Construction foreman—Donald Wright,
*33.
Painting foreman—Edith Kozelka, ’34.
Chief electrician—Alice Bauman, ’35.
Costume chairman—Dorothy Howell, ’33.
Stage manager—Chestley Gebhardt, ’33.
Property chairman—'Francis Triggs, ’33.
In charge of orchestra—Ruth Durland,
’33, and Evelyn Kemnitz, ’33.
Margaret Briggs will work with the
following:
Campus sales—Ruth Hess, ’35.
Town sales—Hubert Raasch, ’35.
Campus publicity—Roy McNeil, ’33.
Town publicity—Lloyd Derus, ’36.
All members of the staffs have had
onsiderable experience in their fields in
other college productions and are well
(Continued on page 4)

Enlarge Forum
Executive Board
Four Conservatory Students Are
Added to Committee At
Meeting Saturday
Saturday afternoon the unexpected
happened. At that time four repre
sentatives from the conservatory meet
ing with the executive committee of
the reorganized Campus Forum decid
ed th at college and conservatory
would unite in the Forum.
Two reasons are given for this un
ion. F irst, a desire to bridge the gap
between college and conservatory ac
tivities is evinced. Second, conserva
tory students have shown a will to par
ticipate more actively in the discus
sions of the reorganized Forum. The
Forum recognized the fact th a t such
a union would furnish an opportunity
to enlarge the scope of its program
from one of mere political and eco
nomic discussion to one of a broader
and more cultural significance.
Plans were made to enlarge the ex
ecutive committee of the Campus For
um from its present number of six
to include four conservatory represen
tatives. Since at the present time,
exclusive of the president and secre
tary of the Forum, the executive com
mittee consists of only four members,
the conservatory with its four dele
gates will have the same representa
tion as the college. However, the en
largement of the executive committee
requires the amendment of the con
stitution a t the meeting next Thursday
night.
The four representatives from the
conservatory are as follows: M argaret
Trueblood, ’33, Urban Fay, ’33, Jack
Kimball, ’34, and Frances Kernin, ’35.
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SO THEY SAY
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sire to assemble as many little-used
Dear Sir:
I
want to express my delight for thewords as possible in an attem pt to im
new style that has been adopted in press the reader.
C. B. A.
the Lawrentian. A fter picking up the
last issue of the paper, I couldn’t re
sist from reading it from “ civer to Dear Sir:
As if the Lawrentian were not the
civ er” the first time.
Each article, instead of being a mere pa|>er which reflects the student opin
statem ent of fact; was filled with pep ion (1 hope it is), we have not yet
—something th a t has seemed to be heard any reaction in it toward the
missing in the student body until late two significant speeches delivered by
ly. H ere’s to the continuance of your President Wrist on in Chapel within the
last few weeks: one, “ The next step
novel news style.
must come from the student body!”
Yours sincerely,
the other, “ To learn, not to be
W. H. Z., ’36.
ta u g h t!”
In my estimation, these two speeches
Dear Editor:
are very closely connected, and the
May 1 remind A. Z. L. th at in pro
principle of “ Education as a self-edu
mulgating his esoteric cogitations or
catio n !” overshadows other minor
in articulating his superficial sentimen
problems which might l>e involved in
talities, amicable, philosophical, or psy
his s|>eeches. May I present my reac
chological observations, reason dictates
that he should beware of platitudin tion toward this principle?

We Disagree
ous ponderosity. A person should al
Very few will deny th at it is perti
ways let his conversational comminiations possess a clarified conciseness, nent to point out the distinctly differ
a compact comprehensibleness, coales- ent implications of “ to le arn ” and of
to l>e ta u g h t” as attitudes of stud
cent consistency and concatenated cog
L a w re n tia n P la tfo rm
ents at the present time. But once
ency.
It is more than likely th at A. Z. L. questions are raised as to how the sit
had a very definite purpose in mind uation which demanded this distinction
when he wrote that last windy letter ame about and how- it could be reme
1. Stimulate Student Interest in World Affairs.
to ye editor, but so carefully did he died, then we begin to disagree.
According to President Wriston, the
onceal this purpose under a barrage
2.
of Marxian phraseology that most of pro|*er method of education will take
the college students for whom it was are of the situation. Prof. Farley,
3.
w ritten found difficulty in appreciating who launched the Socratic discussion
it. Of course A. Z. L. may have been in Brokaw recently, declared th at those
the mouthpiece for someone higher up students who do not “ problemize”
the philosophic ladder, and in that case and ‘‘ think for themselves” are “ plain
COLLEGE STUDENTS
this criticism is leveled at the up|>er dumb,” with the implication th at the
improvement is up to them. But let
berth.
Profs Talk Too Much
us see how adequate such considera
Let us turn our attention today from the cowardly, prolix pro
You will remember, dear editor, that tions are.
fessor of F. H. Prince and the ignorant, though clever. “ babus” ifc your w riting which brought this
P lan t Conviction
Democracy in this country planted
teacher of H. L. Mencken to the million students who are under the deluge of “ istics” and “ ism s’’ from
guidance of these much abused creatures. A few of those—and if A. Z. L., you stated th at Mr. I’rince the conviction in the mind of the pub
let it lie known that he thought the
present criticism contains a grain of truth, a very few—who attend professors talked too much, and that if lic that each can reason as competent
ly as the other and that each knows
institutions of higher learning really have an inherent desire to be we really wanted to get out of the de liest about himself. Highly developed
truly educated, rather than to be merely literate. The vast major pression we should get away from the capitalism furnished the tremendous
ity, however, does not give much evidence that it has a clear con professors. You then adopted the a t facility and conveniences for educa
ception of the purpose of education, that it is vitally Interested in titude that we had been taking the tion. Gradually the improvement in
prof for granted for such a length of the educational method began to lie
learning for learning’s sake, or that it fully appreciates the possi
time that we d id n ’t appreciate the con come synonymous with the clearing
bilities of a broad, well grounded training.
tributions he has been making to our away of all sorts of obstacles and d if
social development, and that a sta te ficulties which students encounter in
The question to be considered at the present time, then, is why
ment such as Mr. P rince’s was valua the process of their learning. Finally
such a large number of undergraduates lack what authorities deem ble in that it stimulated thought on
the familiar “ spoon-feeding” situation
the proper perspective. As this issue cannot be answered one way our part as to just what the professor has become prevalent. Professors’ lec
or another in a dogmatic fashion, the discreet course is merely to has been doing.
tures go down to the level of the stud
Not content with the facts as pre e n ts' intelligence. Those text-hooks
suggest one possible explanation. Our democratic government has
scnted, A. Z. L. pounced upon them, which require more than two minutes
brought with it a theory that the right to an education belongs to
elal»orated on them, and attem pted to
everyone. Consequently among the thousands who find themselves show us that l^eause Mr. Prince was a page to read are thrown out of the
market. Teachers no longer advise
in college, there inevitably must be many who are not deeply in not aware of the truth of his statement students to try what offhand appears
sympathy with education for education's sake. Perhaps a statement your editorial became twice-confound to the latter as inaccessible or too
ed. Then our verbose A. Z. L. began difficult. They have discarded the fa
by William Allen DeWitt in this month’s “ North American Review
aptly expresses their outlook. .Mr. DeW itf says. “ The plain fact is an elaborate explanation concerning nious Confucian principle which pre
the probable historical background of
that learning: on the whole, is a dull and thankless task: it tries th«> the [teculiar “ division of labor’’ which scrilies that teachers should not a t
tempt to teach those pupils twice who
nerves, and in many cases—to mangle a metaphor—demands prac leaves the professors doing the diag do not respond w-ith three corners when
tically Bacchanalian antidotes for successful administration.'’ Many nosing and the rest of the world doing one is given. Finally students have
would willingly take exception to this statement, but if there is an the operating. He presented two the acquired the habit of refusing to think
understanding that reference is made to the average student the ories in this regard, and I have no when their momentary perspicacity
doubt th at if he thumbed through a fails to reveal the meaning.
country over, the possibility for argument is considerably decreased.
few more books he could drag forth a
Thus the situation which called
In a rapidly growing country the emphasis placed 0 11 vocational half-dozen more for our enlightenment. forth President W riston's s|>eeches is
not a casual and independent plicnom
Prince Wrong
training, on obtaining a position that will return large profits, and
Mr. Prince was wrong when he said enon which can be remedied by mere
also the spirit of competition, which continually acts as an incentive
that professors do nothing hut talk; accumulation of stimuli through talks,
to strive forward, direct thoughts away from real learning. The were it not for the professor, Mr
liberal arts schools are gradually changing the degree of import Prince would be working with a con
ance given the practical outlook, but the desire to shape one’s glomerate mass of uneducated human
curriculum toward an end that, is vocational in nature is still very itv instead of a fairly intelligent force
prevalent. Those who have the monetary value of courses in mine of businessmen. Of course when an erg stimulation; thus ad infinitum.
inspired gentleman like Mr. Howard
and who consider a subject in the light of the possibilities of earn Scott, technocrat, gets under full steam
ing power may also find much of the learning “ dull and thankless.’ and calls himself a professor then some
part of Mr. P rin ce’» criticism may be
In view of the numbers being educated and the environment in
true. Mr. Prince wants us to get away
which they live, can one wonder that the attitude of many students from the influence of the professor,
toward the genuine purpose of a college has developed from a slight hut A. Z. L. says th a t this would be
ly perverted outlook? Conditions, nevertheless, are not quite so hope worse “ than closing our eyes in the
less as one might believe. Within our very economic and social system presence of the undesirable.” And »0
A. Z. L. advises a scientific analysis of
there exists the germ from which an enlightened viewpoint may arise
the causes of the modern dilemma; not
This nation’s years of rapid expansion and growth with all the ad even the mighty philosophers know
justments they cause have passed. The present depression is showing what caused it; how are we supposed
that a high salaried position, wealth, and business success are not the to investigate the problematical and
only prime factors in life. It is demonstrating that there are deeper through such investigation solve our
C ube S teak
values, both spiritual and cultural, than those appearing near the sur difficulty? And who said it was a d if■
"ficultyf Certainly, the professors diag
face. On the part of the students there is more serious attention direct nose. But, a great many of them also
F ren ch Fried P o tato es
ed toward real learning, more concentrated attention on the intangi operate. Even if they did nothing but
Rolls
ble elements of an education, and a greater consideration of the rea diagnose and explain, their thoughts
broadcast
throughout
the
world
would
purposes of a college. Any number of persons with such ideas wouli
an d
ilbt be considered liabilities to the forward movements of a progres be a very distinct stimulus to further
thought and action on the part of oth
Coffee
sive educational system.
er individuals in our society.
To say that we must get away from
Whether or not as time progress the trend away from the mate
the influence of the professor, as Mr.
rialistic and profit seeking outlook will continue is a question only
Prince does, is to indicate a lack of in
the future can answer. Nevertheless, before us is the possibility oi sight into the real state of affairs.
seeing a decided change in students’ opinions concerning what a But, to make a mountain out of a mole
hill, as A. Z. L. does, indicates a de
true educational system should offer.
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Guests
of 8ig Eps
*
I.ardner Coffee, St. Paul, and Harold.
Stecker, Minneapolis, both ’32, were
isitori at the Sigma Phi Epsilon house
over the week-end.
Announces
Engagement
Alpha Chi Omega announces the en
gagement of Margaret Moore, ’35, to
'harles Snyder, Kacine. Mr. Snyder
is a member of Delta Sigma Delta fra 
ternity at Marquette University.

Among the alumni present were Robert
Mulford, Carl Babcock, H erbert Rehfeld, Wilmer Krueger, Wilfred Krueg
er, Arnold Sieg, Carl Bury, Harold
Bachman, Don Babcock, Kirk Miles,
Leslie Deitrich, Ormond Capner, and
Bob Gallagher.
E ntertains
A t Dinner
Alpha Chi Omega entertained at din
ner at Sage on V alentine’s day. Fol
lowing the dinner a party was held at
the home of Dorothy Brandt, ’33, 403
E. Franklin st.

Holds
Radio P arty
Sigma Phi Epsilon entertained 18
ouples at a radio party Saturday
night. < ha|»erones were Robert Beggs
and Mr. and Mrs. Warren Beck.

V isit Phi
Kappa Tau
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Gebhardt, parents
of F. Chestley Gebhardt, visited at the
Phi Kappa Tau house the latter part of
last week.

Guests
of Betas
Guests at the Beta Sigma Phi house
over the week-end were Koss Cannon,
Granville Calhoun, Billy Meyer, Earl
Aspinwall, and John Walters.

Visits
Kappa Delta
Patsy Malzow, ’32, who is teaching
in Algoma, visited Kappa Delta sisters
over the weekend.

Announces
,
Pledging
Zeta Tau Alpha announces the pledg
ing of Frances Field, ’36, Rudyard,
Michigan, Wednesday morning, and the
initiation of Audrey Schroeder, '33,
Milwaukee, Sunday morning. The in
itiation ceremony was followed by a
dinner at Sage.
Delta Sigs Have
Dinner Dance
Delta Sigma Tau entertained 55
couples at a dinner dance at the North
Shore Country Club Saturday night.
Chaperones were Mr. and Mrs. Percy
Clapp and Mr. and Mrs. F. Theodore
Cloak. Mr. E. C. Moore and Mother
McVev were guests. Tommy Tem
p ie’s orchestra furnished the music.
tion is rather the causally necessary
product of the present American eco
nomic and social setting, and cannot be
remedied without the corresponding ef
fort for the reconstruction of the so
cial and economic institutions within
which the- educational system subsists,
the reconstruction which requires the
effort, at once steadily continuous and
fundamentally revolutionary.
Then,
and then only, one of the |>erplexing
lilemmas of the present liberal educa
tion will see its solution.
Sincerelv vours,
A. Z. L.
Dear Editor:
Allow me to congratulate you for the
ap|>earance of a more lively style of
news w riting in the last few issues of
the law rentian
The “ Time” style
greatly improves Nie readability of
your news items. Especially commend
able was the vividness of the opening
sentence of your debate report, “ Yes
terday afternoon Forensic Board Pres
ident Fulton, green hat in one hand
and telegram in the other— ”
Yours for more pictorial news.
Lawrentian Fan.

S. A. I . ’s
Hold Tea
Sigma Alpha Iota had a tea for its
patronesses Sunday afternoon in Dean
W aterm an’s studio.
Visits Kappa
Alpha Theta
Mrs. F. H. Bat like, St. Paul, Minne
sota, who is district president of Kap
pa Alpha Theta, is visiting the local
chapter.
Announces
Election
Delta Sigma Tau anonunces the elec
tion of the following officers for the
ensuing year: President, Donald Dick
son; vice president, Robert Polkinghorn; secretary, Oliver Vollmar; and
comptroller, Ervin Zingler.

Biblical Institute
President Speaks
A t Convocation
Urging the students to underpin their
foundation of childish conceptions of leligion by developing a broader, richer,
conception of God, Horace G. Smith,
president of the Garrett Biblical Insti
tute, Evanston, 111., spoke before the
student body yesterday.
The sjieaker compared the building up
of our life's foundation with the under
pinning of the base on the Washington
monument, a gradual building on of a
new foundation without at anytime de
stroying the entire first base.
Mr. Smith pointed out that the spirit
of rugged individualism upon which
America has been built is no longer pres
ent, and that a broader, deeper concep
tion, especially of the spiritual, should
take its place.
“ A great stage of progress awaits us
when we underpin our old foundation,
deep as it was,” the speaker said.

Ladles*

Men*s
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WE DELIVER

LYM A N ’S
Shoe Relbuilders
PHONE 893
At H eck ert’s Shoe S tore
119 E. College Ave.
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V i k e s

With the defeat of Beloit by Carroll
last week, the Pioneers are assured of
a t least a tie for
their fourth consec
utive, anil last, Big
Four
basket
ball
championship.
The
two remaining games
on the conference
schedule for the Car
roll ragers are RipSam
on at Waukesha and
Lawrence at Appleton. Since the
champions are almost certain of win
ning from the Redmen on the home
court, an undisputed championship is
the prediction for Carroll. However,
Coach Vine B atha's players will be
facing one of the most improved teams
in the conference when they appear at
Alexander Gym March 3, and it is
i|uite likely that the I’ioneers may go
down in defeat before the Vikings.
Coach Denney’s players showed
they have the right spirit in them
when last week, afte r taking a
beating on the first night of a
tiring road trip, they came right
back the following evening to
earn a well deserved victory. Coe
achieved its long aw aited dream
of beating Lawrence in basket
ball. winning by seven points. Be
loit only managed to beat Coe 23
to 22 a t Beloit. While we know

th a t comparative scores are the
bunk, all this goes to show th a t
with the great improvement the
Vikings have been showing in their
recent games, i t is possible th a t
the blue and white players may
give Beloit quite a surprise next
week when the two teams tangle in
the Gold's gymnasium. I t won’t
be an easy game though. Coach
Jaggard will be pointing his team
to win this contest, which counts
in both the Midwest and Big Four
conferences, and thereby avenge
the double defeat which the Vikes
handed Beloit last year.
Although Carroll, in winning eight
games while losing only two this sea
son, has been led in the scoring depart
ment by Breen at center and Reuter
at forward, the former averaging
around 12 points per game and the
latter approximately seven, it ap
pears likely that both the Pioneer win
ning and scoring records will be marred
by Marquette. The Hilltoppers played
Carroll at Waukesha last night and
were the favorites to win and also
hold down the scoring of the Pioneer
pair. The second game of the series
will be played next Tuesday at Mil
waukee. Since M arquette has taken
two straight from Wisconsin and Car
roll has whipped each of its Big Four
rivals, the results of the series will
determine which school can claim the
mythical state cage title.
Ju st as Minnesota can be classed
as the hard luck team of the Big
Ten Conference. Ohio, the league
leader, has been the quintet to get
most of the breaks. At the be
ginning of the season the Goph
ers were strongly considered as
one of the potential championship
contenders. Since th a t time they
have dropped ail of their eight
games and have no better ranking
than the intellectual Chicago five,
whose followers scarcely know the
meaning of victory. Ohio has won
three of its last four games by
one point and the other by two
points in an overtime contest with
Illinois. Last Saturday's encoun
te r with Purdue was the climax of
these narrow victories for the
Buckeye quintet. The Ohio team
won 28 to 27 by making the de
ciding point on a foul called
against Coach Lambert of Purdue
when the la tte r rushed out on the
floor to protest a decision of the
referee.
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Lawrence Athletes
D. I/s First In
RAFOTH HIGH Action of Referee Questioned At
Ripon By Man High In Athletics
Begin Preparation
Greek
Cage
Race
POINT MAN IN
assume the story is an authoritative
For Track Season
By Bob PotU nghera
statement.
It's late Sunday evening on the Law
I wondered what the w riter’s objective Psi Chis Rank Second; Theta Phis
rence campus. Visions of Ijiwrentian
BOTH GAMES deadlines,
Coach Clapp, who has charged of in
was. Could it be that the w riter’s love
Third; Championship At
a significant assignment in
Free Throws Decide First Contest;
Kohawks Win From Blue
26 to 19
By Bob Polkinghom
The Lawrence college Vikings journey
ed into Iowa over the weekend and de
feated Cornell college of Mount Vernon,
Iowa by a 36 to 17 score Saturday
evening, after dropping a 2ti to 19 de
cision to Coe college at Cedar Rapids,
Iowa the previous evening.
Ben Kafoth, long, angular Vike cen
ter, carried the brunt of the Lawrence
scoring burden in both the contests.
At Coe he dropped in six field goals and
a free toss. The following evening in
the Cornell gymnasium at Mount Ver
non he scored nine times from the
floor and once from the charity line.
The star Vike pivot man has been a
consistent nemesis to the big purple
Cornell quintet. Two years ago he
scored seven field goals in the Cornell
gymnasium.
The Coe battle on Friday was deided at the charity line. Lawrence
was able to count only three times in
thirteen attempts at free tosses, while
the Kohawk five made half of their
chances good.

F irst H alf is Slow
The first half was a slow affair, with
the teams feeling out each other and a t
tempting to draw out the opposing
guards. Both the squads adopted defen
sive maneuvers as their keynote and
neither team could engineer consistent
drives for the hoops. A rally late in
the first half gave Coe a 15 to 7 lead.
* An inspired Lawrenee five took the
floor following the rest period. Goals
by .lones, Karsten, and Kafoth enabled
the Vikes to tie the score, But Chet
Good, a flashy forward who starred
when Coach Forrest R ittg er’s quintet
at Alexander gymnasium last season,
broke through for two buckets. The
Lawrence defense concentrated on
Good, Coe’s scoring ace, but permitted
Allen Poole to make five floor shots
and two from the foul line good. Rafotli garnered individual scoring honors
with 13 counters while Poole collected
12 points.
Journeying to Mount Vernon the fol
lowing evening the Vikings did an
about face and conquered the Cornell
aggregation. The game was loosely
played and the flashy Lawrence squad
roasted to an easy victory. Rafoth
was again the shining light in the Vike
attack. He collected nine buckets and
a charity toss to account for half of Lawrence (19)
the locals points.
TO
FT
Jolies, f . ----------------------1 0
Cornell Takes Lead
Blum, f. ______________ 0
1 1
1
Cornell spurted to an early 6 to 4 Rafoth, e. -------------------- K
0
lead, }>ut the superb guarding of Ollie Roeck, f. _____________ 0
Karsten, f----- ---------------- 1 0
Williams, Doc Pfieffer, Mike Gochnauer, Ashman, g. ------- à --------- 0
0
and Burt Ashman in the back court Gochnauer, g. ---------------0
1 0
held down the Cornell sharp-shooters.
3
It was the guard's accurate passing T o ta ls _________________ 8
and polished floor play th at enabled
Lawrence (36)
Rafoth t o display his pyrotechnics.
TO
FT
Collis and Coble divided the Purple Roeck, f . ----------------------0
0
2
cagers scoring honors with five points Jones, f . ______________ 2
Blum, f ________________ 1 0
each.
Karsten, f. ------------------- 1 0
The win and defeat on the Iowa Rafoth, e . -------------------- »
1
jaunt maintains Lawrence’s percentage Ashman, g . ------------------- 0
1 2
of .400 in Midwest play. J>ennev’s Williams, g . ----------------- 1 0
4
quintet is now faced with the stupen Pfieffer, g . ____________ 0
dous task of defeating Monmouth here T o ta ls _________________ 14
8
Friday evening and Beloit, an aggre
CorneU (17)
gation that defeated them here earlier
TO
FT
in the season, next Monday, if they are Mover, f. ----- --------------- 1 0
1
to maintain Lawrence's traditional per Collis, f . ----------------------2
1
centage of .500 or better in Midwest Gobie, f . ___________ __ 2
Anderson, e . -------.--------- 0
2
loop competition.
Revnolds, g . ----------------- 0
1 3
A Lawrence college quintet has never Mitchell, g . ___________ 0
2
finished with a percentage lower than
7
.500 since Coach A. C. Denney assumed T o ta ls -------------------------- 5
direction of the destiny of the local
five. Lawrence trails Carleton, Mon
mouth, Beloit, and Coe in conference
G A
standings, at the present time, but vie
tories in the remaining contests can
push them well up the ladder.
Box score:
Coe (26)
TO
IT
P
Good, f. __________ ___ 2
2
Poole, f. ______________ 5
2
Pack, e . ______________ 1 -1
Belknap, g
______ 0
1
1
______ 2
0
3
Xeary, g . __

Theta Phi announces the pledging
of Michael Eberlein, *36, Shawano.
Totals

of folk tales caused him to expose a
deplorable situation that actually exists.
I wondered if officials are required to
justify their decisions to “ a certain man
high in the athletic world of Ripon. ”
I wondered if officials hired by Ri|>on
allow themselves to be subjected to
cross examination.
1 wondered if officials usually com
ment, after a cross examination by that
l>ersonage high in the athletic world f f
Ripon, “ I thought Ri|>on was ahead.”
I wondered if it should make any d if
ference in an official's decision in re
gard to the rules, whether Ri|>on was
ahead or not.
I paused for a moment thinking the
emotion was broken down, but fragments
still lingered so I went on.
1 wondered if the eminent columnist
should have taken a story of the activi
ties of Al I'apone, who claimed he was
fram ed' ’ following his conviction in
a Chicagoland Federal court, rather than
using the story of such a naive bandit
as the gentleman from Sherwood Forest.
I wondered if Ri|>on officials are told
the story of the trained hear that was
removed from a National park because
it bit the hand that was feeding it.
Perhaps Carelessness
I wondered that a Ripon athletic di
rector would be so careless as to hire an
official who would allow Ri|>on to be
liehind, if we are to accept the story
quoted as representative of the Ripon
attitude.
I wondered if the columnist assumed
that it couldn *t lie possible that Holmes
wasn’t walking when he shot the basket
referred to in much the same manner as
most people assume the United States
Treasury is solvent.
I wondered if in the future it will lie
necessary for other conference schools to
send a squad of debaters and a commit
tee from the Isiard of trustees to place
officials under a strong light, in the ap
proved police method, and cross examine
them following basketball games, if their
institutions are to lie respected in the
same manner as a certain man, “ high
in the athletic world of Ripon,” de
velops the athletic prestige of his insti
tution.
Ami as the emotion of wonder breaks
down 1 wonder if the columnist realized
the implications his statement carried,
and I doubt if he depicts actual condi
tions or the sentiment of students or
officials on the Ripon campus.
Perhaps we may justify the seemingly
ridiculous and implicating statement in
the “ Ri|>on College Days” by the fact
that according U> a front page story, the
staff eats cake while it edits the paper.
It is remote from the writer’s aim to
P develop antagonism with our downstate
3 neighbors, I just wondered!

that literary masterpiece, Canterbury
tales, the Vike invasion of Iowa, and a
few more im|>ortant but less significant
ideas are dancing through your report
e r ’s head in much the same manner as
visions of Saint Nicholas do in a young
child's head on the night before Christ
mas. Suddenly while browsing about I
notice the following article in the
“ Ripon College Days” that caused me
to stop and wonder in just what man
ner some Big Four Conference athletie
contests are conducted.
News Story
Under the caption “ Umpire Makes
Carroll le tte r ” the following story ap
pears:
11We always thought Jesse James
came on horseback, but after the Carroll
game, we are not so sure. The Ripon
college basketball team was robbed in
broad daylight, as it were. A crowd,
estimated at three or four hundred wit
nessed the robbery, but could do nothing
alsiut it. The bandit, a Robin Hood
type, who only robs those who can af
ford it, made no attempt to esca|>e. He
was apprehended a few minutes later in
the dressing room. A certain man, high
in the athletic world of Ri|Kin, was giv
ing Jess»* a third degree in no uncertain
manner, when Jesse was heard to mut
ter: ‘ I thought Ripon was ahead.’
‘‘ Help! Help! Help! I f Holmes was
walking when he shot that basket, I ’m
the Queen of Kngland. ”
The handl>ook issued to Lawrentian
re|M>rters urges them to always be on
the lookout for news stories. The article
in the Ri|Hin paper ap|>earcd to have all
the necessary elements of a news story.
It was something different, something
new, unusual, strange, marvelous, and
astonishing. The emotion of “ wonder”
began to develop conflict in my mind so
I decided to intros|iect the emotion in
an effort to resolve the conflict and
break down the emotion. The develop
ments of the process of introspection
follow.
A Columnist
I wondered if it weren’t rather apparnt that the gentleman who conducts the
olumn “ On The Relioiind” in the
Ripon periodical had incorporated sev
eral basic errors and incriminating fal
lacies in his comment.
I wondered if anyone could even a t
tempt to image the ty|>e of situation de
scribed as actually existing at a neigh
boring college without considerable ap
prehension.
Yet the writer attends
school there and the official college pa|ier
printed the story so it should tie safe to

2 Floyd Friday, Markesan, and Vern
0
1 Grode were visitors at the Theta Phi
3 house over the week-end.
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W.
Delta lota ..................... ___ 5
Psi Chi Omega .......... ..... 3
o
Tlieta Phi ....................
2
Sigma Phi Epsilon ..
Delta Sigma Tau ...... -.__1
Beta Sigma Phi _____ __ 1
Phi Kappa Tau .......... __ 0

L.
0
1
1
2
2
3
5

Pet.
1.000
.750
.667
.500
.333
.250
.000

T onight’s Games
7:30- -Delta Sigs vs. Theta Phi.
Thursday'* Games
7:00—Theta Phi vs. Psi Chi.
8:00—Delta Sig vs. Beta.
9:00—D. I. vs. Sig Ep.
S aturday’s Results
I). I., 15; Beta, 10
Sig Bp, 33; Phi Tau, 9.
The D. I . ’s pushed through the Betas
in Saturday afternoon’s games in the
interfraternity loop and are assured of
at least a tie for the championship this
season. The Phi Taus forfeited to the
Sig K|>s and then played for a bit of
exercise; the Sig K|>s won 33-9.
This week is without question the
busiest of the interfraternity meet. A
post|Mined game between the Theta Phis
and the Delta Sigs will be played this
evening on the New Alexander court.
Saturday's games have lieen moved up to
Thursday night due to the intramural
meet with Ri|>on Saturday. Perhaps the
classiest game of the meet will be played
in Thursday night’s session. If the D.
I .’s can take the Sig Rps they will win
the race without defeat, but in the event
the Sig Eps trip the D. I . ’s, a tie be
tween the D. I . ’s, Psi Chis, and Theta
Phis is possible.
Nip and Tuck Game
The I). I.-Beta game on Saturday was
a nip and tuck affair. The Union-st.
hoys easily controlled the ball most of
the game. The Betas fought diligently
but failed to hit the bucket consistently.
At the quarter the D. I . ’s were leading
2 to 1; at the half they were leading 5
to 3. In the final minute the D. I. sec
onds were inserted into the fray and the
game closed with the orange leading 15
to 10. The shining light of the D, I.
attack was “ Long-John” Leason.
The Sig Ep-Phi Tau game was a for
feit to .the Sig E|w, but the teams de
cided to play for the work out. The
Phi Taus used an alumnus and a ninth
semester man in their roster. The Sig
Ep regulars failed to funtion smoothly,
and the shock troops were inserted in

T h e

the third |ieriod.
The box scores:
Delta Io ta (IS)
FG
____ 1
Pfefferle
____ 3
.eason —
____ 1
Vogel ...
_____1
Ansorge
_____1
Roeber _
_____0
Vedder _
W a r z in ik ----------------------0
K ra m e r________________ 0

FT
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

P
2
3

FT
0
1
0
4
1
0
0

!>
1
0
0
1
2
0
0

Betas (10)
Jones ---Graef —
K e ite l_
Schmidt
Brackett
t a p e ----Kellogg

FG
0
_ 0
_ 0
_ 0
__ 2
_ 0
_ 0

a n d

P
1
4
1
3
2

Mg Bps (33)
Jones «-------Eberhard y __
Nagle ---------Tink ---------Hesselgrave
Schreck -----W i le y --------C o n n o r_____
O l s e n ---------

FG
_ 0
_ 3
_ 4
2
_ 3
_ 0
1
_ 0
_ 1

T o ta ls ---------

„14

Phi Tana (9)

FT
2
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0

FT
2
0
2
0
1
0

FG
M e s s __________________ 0
M a k e la ________________ 1
G e b h a rd t______________ 0
Beckman ----------------------0
Edge __________________ 1
K im b a ll----------------------- 0
Totals _________________ 2

S o r o r ity D in n e r s

a n d

P ic n ic s

0
0
13
P
3
1
1
3

Bonini*s Food Market

Girls . . .
New
Lingerie
•is h ere
All
Silk
Crepes

$1

00

U N IT E D
ACROSS T H E S T R E E T FROM
p e t t i b o n e ’s

T echnocracy
.

.

.

.

. .

h as n o b e a rin g o n well stru n g

rac k ets—su ch w o rk re q u ire s sk illed w o rk 
m en a n d tim e.

13

T en n is ra c k e t g u t im proves w ith age.
L L

A

It is to y o u r ad v an tag e to hav e y o u r ra c k e t

C A B

re s tru n g NOW.

V a lle y

0
1
1
•
0

e

Totals

B e s t f o r A l l O c c a s io n s

b r a te m ity

I

T o ta ls _________________ 7

L u n ch eo n s,

Phone 333

«

Standings

door track, has issued a call for all track
aspirants not out for basketball to report
for regular practice at 4:30 on Tues
days and Thursdays.
Several members of last fa ll’s cross
country squad who have been working
out are: Philip Bradley, Oscar Gram,
Clyde West, Robert Polkinghorl, Shigeto Tsuru, and Burton Kellogg. John
Reeve, Stanley Fox, and Gerard Hecker are starting work this week.
Distance men are working outside
during pleasant weather; other men
are taking workouts in the gym or
on the indoor track.
Coach Clapp has announced that he
exfiects to have several meets during
the course of the indoor season. The
first one, to be held either the first
or third week in March, will be in
the form of an inter-group or interclass meet.

10

C H E C K E R

.10

Stake Thurtttay

S p o r tin g

G o o d s G o.

211 N. Appleton St. — ly f Blocks N orth of First National Bank

P
0
1
2
0
0
1
0
•
0
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New Library Books
German Club To Professor Farley
Griffiths Talks
Gives Informal
Characterized B y
Give Annual
Play
To
Woman’s
Club
Talk A t Brokaw
___ •
Range of Interest
Fourteen Chosen For Cast
Comedy, “ Flachsmann
als Erzieher"

o:

“ Flachsmann Als Eriieher,” a com
edy by Otto Ernst, has l>een selected as
the annual German club play. It is to be
produced during the last week of March
in the Lawrence Memorial chapel.
Fourteen college students have been
selected to play the adult roles in the
cast, which is unusually large, and four
Appleton school children will be chosen
later to take the children’s parts.
Those who will take part are as fol
lows :
The Cast
Juergen Hinrich FlachAnann—Gilbert
Hill, ’33.
Jan Flemming—Erie Volkert, ’35.
Bernhard Vogelsang—Joseph Kexel, ’33.
Karsten Diercks—Edward Beineck, ’36.
Emil Weidenbaum—.lohn Lemke, ’35.
Klaus Riemann—Carl Carlsen, ’36.
Franz Roemer—-William Zuehlke, ’36.
Betty Sturhahn—Dorothea Wolf, ’35.
Gisa Holm—Emma Salzman, ’33.
Xegcndank—Emil Holzwart, ’36.
Prof. Ihr. Prell—Shigeto Tsurii, ’35.
Frau'Doermann—Bernice Kregel, ’34.
Brockmann and Kluth—Rulef Gile, ’34.
Frau Biesendahl—Ruth Hess, ’35.
The production is l>eing directed by
Dr. G. C. Cast, professor of German, and
Gilbert Hill, a senior who has had a
great deal of experience in dramatic
work both in college productions and as
a member of a professional company.
The proceeds of the play will be used
to give scholarships to two advanced
German students.

Misa Achtenhagen Speaks
In Convocation Friday

*
Lectures On Methods, Tests Used
“ The Brokaw inhabitants remind me
Wide range of interest characterizes
In Estimating Degrees
of the ‘ Knights of the Owls.’ You
the recent additions to the college
of Intelligence
look as if you know a lot when you
book collection. From the more than

know little, and you are always busy
a t n ig h t.” Thus Professor J . H. F ar
ley opened an informal after dinner
chat with the residents of Brokaw hall
last Friday evening.
Professor Farley was introduced to
the students by Mr. H. W. Trover,
dean of Brokaw, as a former football
player of Lawrence college, an eminent
philosopher, and the most absent mind
ed professor on the campus.
Harking back to the days when he
performed on the gridiron, Professor
Farley started a discussion on foot
ball. He said th at the interest in foot
ball was very much stronger in the
past than it is now. Thereupon one
student asked if the decline of foot
ball popularity was due to the lack of
school spirit. Professor Farley an 
swered this question with another ques
tion, “ W hy?” A voice answered with
one word, “ Intelligence.” The speak
er then said that this decrease in in
terest was due partially to the degree
of success of our teams. He declared
that a large participation in intramural
sports would be fine, but that a partici
pation at Lawrence was not enough.
Best Plan
The best plan for the intellectual
improvement of the student body was
the next subject discussed. Professor
Farley said that in his opinion the best
method would be to create several rad
ical clubs of 10 or 15 members, each
group to be concerned with a different
type of intellectual problem which it
could discuss and attem pt to solve. He
said, “ A lot of good brains among the
students are being wasted, and the
present method of spoon feeding is de
veloping a lazy set of students. Intel
lectual development depends on what
the' students do creatively with the
material presented to them. You grow
largely by your own individual problemizing. ”
Later in the lobby a two hour “ bull
session” was held a t which theories
of philosophy which were of special in
terest to the students were explained.
The meeting concluded with a general
discussion of shrimp, peas, gravy on
toast, and one inch, tender, homecooked steaks.

(Continued from page 1)
the stranges events seem not at all un
natural.
“ You register in the Hop Blossom
Inn on Wortle Street, and are served
treacle flan for dessert. Y'ou saunter
down the middle of a* village street with
a pewter mug and a cop|>er jug tied to
your knapsack, looking for all the world
like a traveling tinker; you walk half a
day with a tramp, in wild Wales; and
that same evening you dine with Sir
Herbert and Lady Heath. You lie under
a hedge and watch the sky burn with
color; you are quite unconcerned with
the lateness of the hour. As the purple Lawrence Library Needs
fades from the sky, it weaves a pattern
Copies of Eight Magazines
in the smoke of the fire which the
gypsies are building on the other side
The college library begging, but only
of the lane; the gold of the sunset be for magazines. Anyone having copies
comes a part of the flame . . . and you of the following magazines- belong:ng
lie there, dreaming . . . .
to the library, is asked to return them
Other copies will also be gratefully
Suggests Reason
“ Stevenson suggests the best reason received.
American Association of University
of all for our following the Romany
trail; one meets good companions on the Women. Journal. October, 1931. April
American Labor Legislation
roacf; there is a sincerity in their friend 1932.
October, 1932.
Atlantic
liness, a spontaneity in their comrade Review.
Congres
ship that is a constant joy. One accepts Monthly, December, 1932.
the other for what he is at the given sional Digest, September, 1932. Gold
moment, rather than for what he has en Book, January, 1933. Historical
been ,or failed to be in the past; or Outlook, March, 1932. Popular Sci
even for what he hopes to be in the ence Monthly, March, 1932. School
future. One does not ask the other’s Life, October, 1932.
name; if it is given, that information
comes at parting, rather than at meet
Volleyball Practice To
ing; and it comes as an indication of
Be Held Today a t 4:30
confidence, rather than as a formality
of introduction.”
Another vidleyltall practice in prepara
In concluding, Miss Achtenhagen sug
tion
for the intramural volleyball games
gests, “ Travel leisurely along the gypsy
trail, and you will be rewarded beyond with Ripon Saturday will be held this
your fondest dreams. Follow the Romany afternoon at 4:30, according to Charles
Retterer, manager. All men who have
patteran and there will come to you the
tried
out for the teams or who would be
joy of life that George Borrow has rescribed in ‘Lavengro,’ ‘Life is sweet, interested in trying out are asked to re
port at the gym at this time.
brother. There’s night and day, brother,
both sweet things. There’s sun, moon,
and stars, brother—all sweet things.
There’s likewise a wind on the heath.
Life is very sweet, brother. Who would
wish to d ie t’ ”

Yesterday afternoon at 2:30 o ’clock
Dr. J . H. Griffiths lectured before mem
bers of the Appleton Woman's club on
“ Intelligence” .
dist-ussed the
methods and tests employed in estim at
ing intelligence and explained I. Q. ’s
and rntings, and their relative import
ance of use in school systems.
In his fifth address, delivered Mon
day, Feb. 13, Dr. Griffiths talked <>n
“ Suggestion” . lie pointed out that
suggestion is a means of controlling
action and advertising is a modern ex
ample of its application. After de
fining suggestion as “ an idea accepted
with conviction but without reference
to any logical reason,” he declared
these suggestions positive or negative
in effect. Suggestion may be in the
form of a word, gesture, or similar sit
uation, which create a response in our
sulN-onscioiis mind. Any suggestion is
proportionate to our emotional feelings.
Suggestion usually leads to belief, which
in turn culminates in action.
In conclusion, Dr. Griffiths asserted
that in order to l>e effective, suggestion
must overcome resistance and resistance
mechanisms set up in the individual by
training and emotion, anil subject un
der discussion. The first four lectures
in this series of ten were as follows:
Wliat Psychology is About; Our Emotional Nature; Complexes, Making of
and Unmaking; Phobias and Obsessions.
Because of the im-rease of attendance
at these lei-tures, Dr. Griffiths now pre
sents them in Peabody Conservatory
auditorium, instead of in Miss Bethuruiu’s room in Main hall.

Men Debate Chicago
Law School Over WIBO
(Continued from page 1)
. . . contrary to American principles
. . . a burden to the taxpayer . . . an
engine of irresistible power.”
These assertions were answered by
senior debater Ken “ Mumps” John
son of I>awrence. Debater Johnson,
with a good radio voice, then contin
ued the affirmative case. He con*i nded that a guarantee of deposits scheme
would Ih‘ a “ tangible evidence of se
cu rity ” and would insure confidence
in the banking structure.
O. Stanley Oley of the Law school
attem pted to show the impractical iMty
of a guarantee of deposits scheme and
the impossibility of the federal govern
m ent's doing away with panic and dis
honesty. He pointed out eight state
systems of guarantee of deposits which
have failed ami concluded by saving,
“ Listen to the affirmative and we ^vill
have no banks.”
Kach team was then allowed one re
buttal s|>eeeh. The negative rel>n*tal
was presented by Mr. Brausell, and
the debate was concluded by Mr.
Schmidt.
The winner is to be decided by let
ters from the radio audience to WIBO.

Mrs. F. T. Cloak Reads
Before English Club

Kappa Delta had a dinner a t Sage
Friday night.

Boudoir and
Bath Room Rugs

C h e n ille O val R u g s, 18x36
in c h e s a t ...................... 85c

D e lic io u s L u n c h e o n s , S a n d w ic h e s a n d

W ith

Dr. Henry M. Wriston has been con
fined to his home with influenza for the
past three days. He ex|iects to return
to his office soon.

W A A . WUI Give First
Costume P arty March 15
yueer and amusing costumes, plenty
of food, and entertainm ent in the form
of games, and perhaps dancing will be
on the scene when W. A. A. gives its
party March 15.
This party, which is the first cos
tume party which has l»een presented
a t Lawrence for several years and
which is the first such party ever
sponsored by W. A. A., will be given
in the old gym. The nominal sum of
10 cpnts will l»e charged to cover the
ex|H-nse of refreshments; the decora
tions will be in keeping with St. P a t
rick 's Day.
Helen Snyder, '33, is general chair
man of the party, and the personnel
of the committees follow: Games,
Mary Jean Carpenter, ’36, chairman;
Claire Hahn, ’33; Helen Wilson, ’34;
Ruth Hess, ’35; and Marian Stolz, '36.
Food, Winifred Lockard, ’33, chair
man; Claire Hahn, ’33; Elizabeth
Coleman, and Mildred Liese, both ’35.
Decorations, Kathleen Stewart, ’34,
I'hairman; Eleanor Walker, ’34, and
Elizabeth Ashe, ’36.
Publicity, Ruby Bergman, ’33, and
Kdith Kozelka, ’34, co-chairmen; Alice
Bradford and Jane Cossmann, both
'33; Florence Bertram, '34; Anne Rus
sell and Helen Ruud, both ’35; Marjor
ie Weber, and Joan Andre, both '36.

To Give French, Spanish
Plays in Little Theatre
(Continued from page 1)
against the upbraiding she received a
few minutes earlier, and refuses to go
to the door. As a climax to the com
mand, pleas, and bril*es employed by
M. Bo! to get Rosalie to relent and
save them from embarrassment conies
the sudden surprise ending of the play.
Those in the play are:
Monsieur Bol—Stanley Severson, ’34.
Madame Bol— Dorothy Rollinson, ’34.
Rosalie:—Lillian Bolil, ’33.
The final numlter, a play in English
by the Spanish dram atist, Jacinto
Benavente, entitled “ Magic of the
Hour,” is described by Miss Lorenz
as “ a picture, delicate in tone and
color and philosophical thought.” The
two characters, Polly Neenan, ’34, and
Robert Trenery, ’36, represent two
French porcelain figures come to life
for an- hour The production of this
play is in charge of Ethel Stallman,
'33, of the dramatic art class.

News From Other
Colleges
By wmiHnto* Mapar
On the Southern University campus
a number of new clubs have made their
appearance. One of these is the Sisters
of the Smelling Salts. The object of
this club is to banish all seriousness,
and members must pledge themselves
never to have a serious moment. That
might not be a bad idea for a few
Phi Betes we could mention.
Somebody asserted th a t the stud
e n ts’ aid of Vassar is publishing a
booklet of advice for girls on houseparty dates. The title it is presumed
will be “ What Every Girl Should N o.”
Do you knowf or not
One nice thing about having been
on the football team at Texas Chris
tian would be that it wouldn’t be any
trouble to raise money in a case of ne
cessity. All members of the grid squad
were awarded diamond studded gold
footballs. T h a t’s showing appreciation
. . . wonder what they ’re worth.
Oh, to see some of our freshman class
at Connecticut A. and M. I f any fresh
men there are caught having dates be
fore Christmas vacation they must
wear a dress in the dining room be
fore breakfast. C an’t you see a cer
tain tall blonde frosh . . .

Sage Residents
Entertain Town
Girls Saturday
Thirty-six Lawrence co-eds. Sage
residents and their town girl guests,
spent Saturday afternoon from three
to five playing bridge and working jig 
saw puzzles.
Mary Wood ami Ruth Hess enter
tained with popular and semi-popular
piano numbers, including “ Till Tomor
row ,” “ Night and Day,” “ Say It
I s n ’t So,” “ My River Home,” “ Dark
Eves,” “ Star D ust,” and “ The Wish
ing Song.”
Refreshments consisted of yellow
and green sandwiches, cocoa, and cook
ies. Green candles, yellow daffodils
¡ind pink snap dragons served as dec
orations.

P a t r o n i z e
L a w
A

r e n t i a n

d v e r t i s e r s
■ •

Advertisers in the Lawrentian are entitled
to the support of the student body.

•
Advertisers realize th at the Lawrentian is
a real medium through which to present
their merchandise to one of the most lucra
tive m arkets in the city.

O val a n d O b lo n g in All
S iz e s a n d C olors

T e a Room a n d
R e sta u ra n t

Sodas a t

Dr. W riston Confined
To Home W ith Influenza

Delta lota entertained Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. F. Theodore Cloak read selections
trom the poetry of Roliert Frost at a I.aYahn Maesch and Mr. and Mrs. Dan
meeting of the Knglish club Friday a ft H ardt at dinner Sunday.
ernoon at ilamar house. Plans for an
early publication of “ Ships” were comI leti'd.

Staff Heads Chosen For
Play “The Silver King”
((dntinued from page 1)
prepared to give a finished production.
The complete membership of each staff,
about 90 people in all, will be selected
immediately by the department heads
and work begun as soon as possible. “ I
have worked with every one of the de
partment heads whom I have selected
and 1 am confident that they are capable
of handling a production as stupendous
as ‘Silver K ing,’ ” Prof. Cloak said in
announcing his selection.

forty soon to be released, the follow
ing are railed to your particular atten 
tion:
Alexander the Great, by Ulrich Wilcken.
An authoritative, pii-turesquc
biography in the modern manner, out
standing in its compactness, catholicity
and human treatm ent.
The Greek Way, by Kdith Hamilton.
A fresh and enthusiastic modern in
terpretation of Greek civilization, with
s|>ecial emphasis upon its literary as|>ects.
Civic Training in Switzerland, by
R. C. Brooks. The author knows his
subject thoroughly, giving us the re
sult of his studies of the organized
democracy of Switzerland as it relates
to constructive citizenship.
Ramon Lull, by E. A. Peers. The
life of the Spanish mystic, with an ac
count of his writings and teachings,
combining sound scholarship with hu
man interest. Three of Lull's books.
The Tree of Love, The Art of Contem
plation, and The Book of the Lover
and the Beloved, are also among those
recently acquired by the library.
Th. .Vast, llis Period and His Pic
tures, by Albert Bigelow Paine. A bi
ography of the famous cartoonist, orig
inator of the Republican elephant and
the Democratic donkey, the book pro
fusely illustrated from N ast's own
work.
The Opera Past and Present, by W.
F. Apthorp. Au appreciation, chiefly
biographical, of the composition and
presentation of operas.
Studies of the Spanish Mystics, by
K. A. Peters. ' Volume 1. The out
standing Knglish authority on this
little-known subject analyzes for us
the work and teaching of St. Ignatius
of Loyola, Luis de Granada, Francisco
de Osuna, St. Teresa, St. John of the
Cross, Luis de Leon, and Juan de los
Angeles.
The Marprelate Tracts, 1588, 1589,
by William Pierce. An annotated edi
tion of the T raits themselves, those
witty pamphlets characterized by vio
lent and |>ersonal invective against the
Anglican dignitaries.
The Dawn of Modern Geography,
volume 3, by C. K. Beazlev. Conclud
ing his History of Medieval Exploration and Geographical Science, begun
in 1895, and being an account of the
Overland (mainly Asiatic), and the
Oversea (mainly A tlantic), develop
ments of Latin Christendom during the
13th and 14th centuries.
Anniversary Papers, by colleagues
and pupils of George Lyman Kittredge.
These essays were collected and p rin t
ed in honor of Mr. K ittredge and were
presented on the completion of his 25th
year of teaching in Harvard Univer
sity. June, 1913.

Tuesday, February 21, 1933
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Advertisers cooperate with the student
body; it is necessary th at the students do
their share.
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